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2-TYPE HYPERSURFACES 
WITH 1-TYPE GAUSS MAP

Changrim Jang

□.Introduction
Submanifolds of finite type were introduced by B. Y. Chen about 

twelve years ago[l]. These can be regarded as a generalization of both 
minimal in Euclidean space and minimal into spheres. Finite type sub
manifolds which are closest in simplicity to minimal ones are the 2-type 
submanifolds. In [4] it was proved that every 2-type hypersurfaces M 
of Sn+1 has non-zero constant mean curvature in Sn+1 and constant 
scalar curvature. But relatively little is known about 2-type hypersur
faces in Euclidean space. On the other hand, some authors studied sub
manifolds with finite type Gauss map. B.Y. Chen and P.Piccini studied 
compact submanifolds with finite type Gauss map and obtained some 
results[3]. Recently Y.Kim studied surfaces in 3-dimensional Euclidean 
space with 1- type Gauss map and he proved that planes, spheres and 
circular cylinders are the only coclosed surfaces in &헝 with 1-type 
Gauss map[5]. Tlirough the personal communications with Y.Kim, 
the author came to know the following geometric problem:

PROBLEM. kind of hypersurfaces in Euclidean space with fi
nite type Gauss map are of 2-type?

In this paper, we shall prove the following theorem, which is a partial 
solution for the problem.

THEOREM. A hypersurface M in Euclidean space with l~type Gauss 
map is of 2-type if and only if it is a null 2-type hypersurface with 
constant mean cur^ture and constant scalar curvature.

Since the only null 2-type surfaces in Euclidean 3-space axe circu
lar cylinders [2、th은 following corollary is a direct consequence of the 
theorem.
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COROLLARY. A surface M in Euclidean 3-space with 1-type Gauss 
map is of 2-type if and only if it is an open part of a circular cylinder.

1 •Preliminaries
Let M be a hypersurface of a Euclidean space E서」. It is well known 

that the position vector field x and the mean curvature vector filed 弔 
of M satisfy

(1.1) M =百，

where △ stands for the Laplace operator of the induced metric. The 
hypersurface M is said to be of A:-type if its position vector x can be 
expressed as

z = Zo + 斗 + ©2 T-------卜外，

where xq is a constant map, Xi,... ,Xfc are non-constant maps satis
fying △①i = At being constants, i == 1,2,... , A:. In paticular, 
if Ai,... , Afc are mutually different, we say that M is of fc-type. In 
particular one of Ai,...「시i is zero, then M is said to be of null 人;-type. 
Similarly, a smooth map © of M into E1나고 is said to be of finite type if

is a finite sum of En+1-valued eigenfuntions of △(© is not necessarily 
isometric). It is obvious that for a hypersurface of fc-type

(1.2) △ J「亨 - bl△서—2方 + •.. + (_1)%應 一 xo) = 0,

where is the i-th elementary symmetric function of 서)…，시t. Let 
v be the unit normal vector fileld of M. We will view v as the Gauss 
map from M to Sn Q £?n+1. Let H be the mean curvature function 
of M in En+1 and let A be the Weingarten map associated with v. 
Taking into account H = Hu、and computing and £\H one finds

(1.3) = —gradH —

(1.4) △育=一(24 + H • I^gradH) + (Z\H - HtrA2)^

where gradH denotes the gradient of H.
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2.Proof of theorem
Let M be a 2-type hypersurface with 1-type Gauss map. Then we 

have the following two equations from (L2),(L3),(L4) and the finite 
type conditions on M,

(2.1)
一(24 + H • I^gradH} + (A/T - HtrA2^ =(足 + A2)^ -爲入源;，

(2.2) —gradH — trA^u = a(u — c),

where X如 馮)하，are constants and c is a constant vector in Note 
that we take xo = 0 in equation (2.1). Comparing the tangential and 
normal components in (2.1) and (2.2) we get

(2.3) △目-HtrA2 =(為 + 人2)丑一為人2任,0,
(2.4) (2A + H • I\gradH}=人i 人2/七
(2.5) trA2 = a(c, 1/) — a,

(2.6) gradH =

where ( )，means the projection to the tangent space of M and (,) is 
the usual Euclidean metric. From (2.6), it follows that H = a(x^ c) + b 
for some constant b. From (1.1),(2.5) and this we get

(2.7) AH = H(trA2 + a).

This and (2.3) imply

(2.8) (Aj + 入 2 — a、)H = 시2〈吗 u).

Acting the Laplacian △ on both sides o£ (2.8), we have

(2.9) (Ai + 人2 — a)Z\H = AiA2(—a(x,cr) — irA2(x,i/) 一 H},

Now suppose that M is of null 2-type, i.e. one of Ai and 入2 is zero. So 
we may assume that 入1 = 0 and 入2 = 入.Then we have from (2.4) and
(2.8)

(2.10) A(gradH) = —gradH
£

(2.11) A = a.
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From (2.5) and (2.11) we find that grad^trA^2) = —A(gradH). This 
and (2.10) imply that

(2.12) trA2 — j 丑2 =必

where a is a constant. Using (2.5), (2.7),(2.11) and acting the Lapla
cian △ on (2.12), we have

3
(2.13) (frA2 + A)(3^rA2 + 2a) = — - (gradH^ gradH).

(2.5),(2.6) and (2.11) imply that

Ac = + 시 c, v)v = gradH + (trA2 + 시〃.

So we have

{gradHgradH} = (Ac, Ac) 一 (trA2 + A)2.

Replacing this in (2.13) we have

(trA2 + A)(3trA2 + 2a) = -(trA2 + A)2 — -(Ac, Ac). 
厶 厶

This and (2.12) imply that H and trA2 are constants. So we proved 
that if M is of null 2-type, then M has constant mean curvature and 
constant scalar curvature. We will proceed under the assumption that 
M is not of null 2-type and will get a contradiction. From (2.8) and 
(2.9) we have

(2.14) 四= + w气

(2.15) 一 pHtrA2 — H,

where (3 = ■盘;(為 + 入2 — a). FYom (2.14) the following holds 

c) = °4H + a(xr, c).

Since H = a(x,c) 4- 6, from this we have

a(xT,c) =H-b- /3AH.
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From this and (2.15) we have

如矽=•打* 一 2). 
p II

This implies that

(2-16) grad(trA2) = -^^gradH.

Since we have already seen that grad(trA2) = —A{gradH\ (2.16) 
implies that

(2-17) A(gradH)= 声評adH.

On 바ic other hand, the equation (a;, v) = f3H implies that (igradH = 
—Axt, (2.4),(2.17) and this imply that

2(矗)以湖 H + 茶gradH = -X^gradH.

This equation implies that H is constant. The constancy of H and 
(2.1) imply that M is of null 2-type, which is a contradiction to our 
assumption. The converse is an easy computation.
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